Preparing for the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)

protection
A data breach is inevitable for most organisations
Multiple departments within organisations are creating, storing, and transferring vast amounts of data every day. At
the same time, millions of records of personally identifiable information (personal data) are lost or stolen every year,
resulting in penalties for breach of regulation, increased litigation, and damage to brand reputation.
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Total number of records breached since 2013
U.K.
137,516,163

U.S.

PAID IN 2017
for each lost or
stolen record
containing sensitive
and confidential
information1

Germany
44,886,054

China
350,453,955
Japan
114,686,575

U.S.
6,003,290,937

With the introduction of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
effective on 25 May 2018 and the threat of fines up to the greater of
Eur20,000,000 or up to 4% of global revenue, the pressure on organisations
has never been greater.

The law governing data protection in Europe is changing

¤
General Data
Protection
Regulation
(GDPR)
Introduces a single
set of rules across the
EU on 25 May 2018.
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Preparing for General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)

6 steps to GDPR readiness
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Data retention/deletion
We help ensure that you keep only the
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GDPR data map
We make the origins and locations of

data you need, reduce risk, and manage

personally identifiable information (personal

storage costs by helping you understand

data) available via a comprehensive data map.

the data. We work with you to decide
what to retain and what to delete.
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Average amount of
data over-retained
by organisations3
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Data validation
We help you to identify instances of high
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Data loss investigation and review
We provide a pre-breach inventory service

risk data by conducting information

to document data stored on devices such as

audits to actively review files stored

laptops. If devices are later lost, we rapidly assess

across corporate networks and devices.

whether the lost data includes personal data,
reducing investigation time lines and helping to
mitigate costs and reputational issues.
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Data reconstruction
We help you reconstitute lost data using
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Breach notification
We provide customer notification services,

information from networks, application

customer support lines, and credit checking

log files, and backup tapes.

services in the event of a data breach or loss.
72 hours: Period for notification of regulators.
Without undue delay: Required pace of
notification of breach victims.
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To find out how Epiq can assist you with your
GDPR needs, email GDPR@epiqglobal.co.uk

